
B waxed

Rockingham Shopping Centre 1 Council Avenue
Rockingham, WA 6168
Australia

Phone: (08) 9592 8365

Hair removal in Rockingham, WAB waxed is the only place to B! At B waxed we

believe we are the best at what we do! We are not a Beauty Salon. We ARE in fact a

Hair Removal Clinic. We believe you cannot be good at everything and by mastering

this area, we provide specialized hair removal techniques to our clients.We use the

very best wax that is on the market today and we are one of the first clinics to not

only use Sugar Paste but also manufacture our own. We do this because Sugaring is

a natural product and gentler on the skin, by manufacturing our own, we also

control the quality and standards to our own specification. Why do we do this? We

do all of this because it gives YOU, the client, a much better experience.We use only

the very best wax, mainly hot wax for the more sensitive areas and strip for those

stubborn hairs.  We use our own brand of sugar paste which is amazing for those

people who find waxing painful and want to go the natural. Sugaring the Natural

Hair Removal way. We offer all areas of the body. Why not go Brazilian? We

guarantee you will not regret it. Sugar is gentle on the skin and the effects can last

up to 2 weeks longer than any synthetic wax treatments. We love our men as much

as our ladies coming in! We specialize in Nostrol wax so why not give this a go? You

will breathe so much easier. We do not do Male Brazilians, sorry!
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